T11.3 Status – Dec 07, 2023
T11-2023-00411-v000

- Membership 10 voting, 9 advisory, 6 emeritus
- Project Status
  - FC-FS-7 – Obsolete Loop, Advertising Single-lane 256GFC LSN Support, Removal of Clock Sync support
  - FC-GS-9 – Completed RFC comments. See motion.
  - FC-NVMe-3 – Addition of FTBC to FC-NVMe, NVMe Workgroup and 2.x Transport Items.
  - FC-RDMA – FC-RDMA Draft Standard Development – Initial data flow examples, a look at the RSP IU.
  - FC-SW-8 – Draft standard rev 1.03. Started review of RFC Ballot comments
  - Profile Review – No meeting, decided to dissolve this EG.
Action:

FC-GS-9 had the following recommendation passed with a 9-0-1 vote at T11.3

Request T11.3 accept T11-2023-00181-v004 as RFC ballot comment resolution and forward FC-GS-9 draft standard Rev. 12.07 contained in T11-2023-00117-v003 to T11 for Letter ballot.